
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

                          Dear Ladies and Gentlemen! 

 

The All-Russian Union  of Oils and Fats  (hereinafter referred to as the Union) 

is expanding its markets and is looking for the new byers  for its participant’s 

products.  

The Union was established in 1999. The manufacturers of vegetable oils, oil 

cakes, oil seed meals, packed oil, mayonnaise, margarine, spreads, fats of special 

purposes, and etc. are consolidated to form the Union. You can get more detailed 

information from the Union presentation and information note. You can also find HS 

codes and product certificates (certificates provided selectively, due to the wide range 

of products) in the Applications №1 and №2. 

 

We offer cooperation to the distributors of oils and fats industry’s products, as 

well as to potential foreign partners who are interested in the constant increase in 

their turnover, in order to generate the long-term export program. 

 

We develop a special pricing policy, including price benefits at the 

development stage for each customer (partner). 

If you are interested to buy  our products, you get the following benefits: 

 

- Excellent quality products; 

- Cooperative planning of future supplies and the pre-ordered crop planting; 

- Product line extension; 

- Increase in goods turnover and in private profit; 

- Individual treatment; 
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- Information and practical recommendations support on federal laws and 

industry regulations, import and export rules and restrictions, considering deliveries 

of oils and fats industry products in the Russian Federation. 

 In order to learn more about our offers and to discuss the terms of cooperation, 

please contact us by phone, Skype or e-mail. 

Contact information: 

Goloschapova Alexandra Vadimovna, Director of priority projects Union, e-

mail aleksfkmd@yandex.ru, mob. tel. + 7-903-120-86-12; 

 

Nevezhin Dmitriy Ivanovich, the Head of the Expert Council Union, e-mail: 

nevezhindmitriy@yandex.ru, mob. tel. + 7-919-993-05-03 

 

      

 

Best regards,  

Executive director 

Yuri N.Morozov 


